3-Dimensional Middle Ear Model for Stapedectomy
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Abstract—Stapedectomy is a surgery that removes an immobilized footplate and replaces it with a prosthetic piston that re-enables hearing. Because it is an intense and delicate procedure, which requires surgical residents to continually practice to maintain their skills. Currently, the only available model is to use cadaver, which does not give an appropriate environment for residents and doctors to practice because of the postmortem tissue changes, limited availability, and high costs. In order to provide the opportunity to practice multiple times, we developed a life-size middle ear model, composed of 3D-printed cartridge that enables facile and economical replacements. The 3D-printed middle ear surgical model delivers a real-time feedback through force sensors, allowing replication of this surgical procedure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stapedectomy, a surgery removing stapes and replacing the removed stapes with a prosthetic device, is a very delicate and challenging procedure because it deals with the ossicular chain, which contains the smallest bones of all the bone within the human body [1] (Fig. 1B). The failure of the surgery can result in multiple complications such as hearing loss, vertigo, perforation of the tympanic membrane, nystagmus, perilymph fistula, and labyrinthitis [2]. The opportunities for novice surgeons to practice this delicate procedure are limited prior to working with live patients. Currently, the practices are performed on cadaver temporal bones, which are subject to numerous problems. Cadaver models are not reusable and do not provide real-time feedback to the surgeon. In addition, cadaver has postmortem tissue changes, which alter the surgical experience, limited in availability and are costly to obtain [3]. Since the outcome of surgery is correlated to the surgeon’s experience, a model utilizing 3D printing from micro-computed tomography of a human temporal bone (Fig. 1A) with pressure sensors will be beneficial to surgeons for training and will provide wide and easy accessibility to improve their skills. The purpose is to design a life-size middle ear surgery model for stapedectomy that provides immediate feedback via pressure sensors to allow for multiple training sessions for doctors, residents, and medical students.

II. METHODS

From a micro-computed tomography of a temporal bone of an otosclerosis patient, a 3D model of middle ear was modified and generated using Slicer 4.4, MeshLab 1.3, and Meshmixer 3.0 software. The middle ear space was created with a Makerbot, and the external ear canal and the ossicular chain with the footplate was printed with an Objet350 Connex. Cartridge and cassette were constructed in computer-aided design (CAD), where cartridge includes ossicular chain with a handle for easy replacing and cassette has the groove for sliding in and holding the cartridge (Fig. 2). The facial nerve was integrated into the cassette, using a wire. When the nerve is touched during the simulated surgery, a loud noise is made to warn the surgeon of potential damage to the nerve. In addition, a pressure sensor (SEN-09673, Interlink Electronics) was placed below the footplate to measure the maximum and cumulative force during fracture of posterior crus of stapes, fenestration of footplate, and prosthesis placement, which are critical steps during the stapedectomy procedure. The force will be monitored and excessive levels of force will be indicated by a red LED. The sound system and LEDs provide immediate feedback to novice surgeons during the surgical procedure. In addition, a mini video camera was incorporated in the design so that the practice surgery can be viewed by others and recorded during training sessions for assessment purposes. The exterior shell, which is the size of human head, was built with PVC to store the electronics, camera, cassette, and cartridge, while providing a typical approach for the surgeon through the ear canal.
The 3D middle ear model is beneficial for the medical students and residents to develop the technical skills needed for the stapedectomy. Through the continuous usage of the model, the users showed improved performance over time. Using 3D printer allowed affordable model reproduction and more accessibility for numerous otology institutions.
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